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ABSTRACT: The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of tritium beta
radiation to 60Co gamma radiation was determined using sex-linked recessive
lethals (SLRL) induced in Drosophila melanogaster spermatozoa as the
biological effect. The SLRL test, a measure of mutations induced in germ
cells and transmitted through successive generations, yields a linear
dose-response curve in the range used in these experiments. From these ratios
of the slopes of the 3H beta and the 60Co gamma radiation linear dose response
curves, an RBE of 2.7 is observed. When sources of error are considered, this
observation suggests that the tritium beta particle is 2.7 + 0.3 times more
effective per unit of energy absorbed in inducing gene mutations transmitted
to successive generation than ̂ Co gamma radiation. Ion tracks with a high
density of ior.s (high LET) are more efficient than tracks with a low ion
density (low LET) in inducing transmissible mutations, suggesting interaction
among products of ionization. Molecular analysis of X-ray induced mutations
shows that mos: .-nutations are deletions ranging frora a few base pairs as
determined fro~ sequence data to nulti locus deletions as determined from
complementation tests and Southern blots.

INTRODUCTION: The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of tritium beta

radiation has been determined using *°Co gamma radiation as a reference

radiation. These data are compared to previously determined X-ray data from

Gonzalez (1). The genetic test used was for sex-linked recessive lethals

(SLRL) induced in Drosophila melanogaster spermatozoa. The SLRL test has been

shown to yield a linear dose response curve for X and gamma radiation within

the dose range used in these experiments (2). A linear dose response curve

was obtained for our tritium and Co data as had previously been found for

the X-ray data of Gonzalez (1). The slope of these dose response curves is

compared to determine the RBE. For genetic endpoints that give a non linear

dose response curve such as heritable translocations and dominant lethals, a

change in RBE could be interpreted as a change in shape of the dose response

relation. However, the significance of a linear dose response, where we can

determine RBE from the slope of the linear dose response curve chat

extrapolates to the origin, is that we anticipate that the same mechanism is

involved at both low and high level exposures. This ma^hanism is often
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described as a "s.iv.r.I.e hit" event, as a result of detcrnir.v.".; :•• liv.ear dor,c

response curve.

Recent molecular analyses of 30 X-ray induced inutatic>r.= i" Z.

melanogascer spermatozoa show chat all but 2 recessive null --szszLons induced

at the Adh locus were deletions. We have, therefore, an ir.terestlng problem

of how a mechanism yielding a single hie type curve produces .-. preponderance

of deletions that range in size from 8 base pairs to a loss rf as many as 21

separate complementation groups. How deletions, and especially such large

deletions as those observed (3,h), are the result of a single hit type

mechanism poses an interesting problem. The mechanisms for ionizing radiation

inducing deletions are related to the question of why Co g=r.-a radiation is

less than half as efficient per unit of energy absorbed as criciur. beta

radiation. The role of change in linear energy transfer (LET s.r.z

recorabinational repair mechanisms is discussed in this paper

MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Genetic Tests: The Drosophila stocks chat we use for the Sl_:.l ;esc have been

used in this laboratory for over 20 years with a stable spcr.tar.eous frequency

of 0.13% + 0.01% SLRL per generation. The genetic stocks used are described

by Lee (5). The criterion for each lethal is that the lethal :s transmitted

through 3 generations with no viable males carrying the tre=z=i chromosome in

a population of at least 20 males carrying the balancer chrr.-;some. The SLRL

test when corrected for the spontaneous frequency of the stc:V. used has been

shown to give reliable and consistent results in different libcratories and

with different stocks as long as mutagen sensitive mutants -v=r= not used;

however, variation in treated germ cell stages due to differences in protocol

for breeding can make a substantial difference (2) . . Because cf the

reliability of the SLRL test, we have compared our data to is.zz obtained from

250 KV X-ray data previously published by Gonzalez (1).

For an in depth study of the mechanism of mutagenesis. v= have selected

mutations induced by tritium beta radiation at the alcohol cehydrogenase (Adh)

locus on the second chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster ar.c used a group of

30 Adhn mutations recovered by Aaron (3) following treatment virh X-rays.

Both groups of mutations at the Adh locus were detected by crossing treated

males to females homozygous for Adh null alleles. The null elleles that were

used to detect mutations at this locus were tested opposite large deletions so

that we knew at the beginning of the experiment that large delations that
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include the Adh locus would be viable, thereby avoiding discrimination against

large deletions by lack of viability. Adhn mutations were selected in the F1

using a chemical screen developed by Sofer and Hatkoff (6) that killed flies

that contained a functional Adh locus and permited the Adhn mutations to live,

thus providing an economical forward mutation assay.

Dosimetrv: Dosimecry of our reference Co source was done with a

ferrous-ferric Fricke dosimetry. The oxidation reaction was measured

spectrophotometrically at 304 ran with a dose range of 40 co 500 Gy following

the procedure outlined by Jefferson (7). All glassware for the dosimeter were

acid washed using a sulfuric acid/dichromate cleaning solution prior to use.

A solution of ferrous suifate was prepared and irradiated in polystyrene

capped centrifuge tubes and placed in different geometrical arrangements

within the irradiacion chamber. The amount of ferrous suifate that had been

converted to ferric suifate was calculate using a G value of 15.6 ferrous ions

converted per 100 eV (8). From this measurement, the dose rate of the ^Co

source v;as calculated Co be 1.378 Gy/min. Three treatment levels of gamma

radiation were selected to give the same equivalent dose in Grays that was

given with che tritiated water experiment.

Treatment of Drosophila with tritium beta radiation was performed by

transferring 50 4-5 day old males into a vial that contained 0.75 ml of 1%

tritiated water solution applied to a glass fiber filter support using our

previously published techniques (9). The males were allowed to feed in an

atmosphere of air for 24 hours and then transferred to fresh vials also

containing 0.75 ml of the 1% sucrose-tritiated water solution applied to glass

fiber filter supports. The specific activity of tritium used in these

experiments ranges from 129.5 MBq/ml to 518 MBq/ml. After the second 24 hour

feeding, the flies were transferred into Drosophila vials with normal media

for 2 days during which time the tritiated water was expelled. Following this

4 day treatment procedure, the males were crossed to virgin females for the

SLRL test or to virgin females homozygous for Adpn for detecting null

mutations at the Adh locus.

The amount of tritium in the tissue increased rapidly when the flies

were initially exposed to the tritiated water, remained stable for a period of

over 24 hours, and then after removal,from the tritiated water the tritium in
il

each fly rapidly decreased over a 48 hour period to less than 2% of the

i
original tritium level. To determine!) this dose, the amount of tritium in the



flies was determined by washing Che flies for 3 minuses viz:\ .-. ••.:•?•:L:••.

detergent prepared for removing radioactive contamination , :• V ~o:tzv\z- "0"} ace

then rinsing them in water, absolute ethyl alcohol and finally anhydrous

diethyl ether. The flies were briefly air dried, weighed and divided into 5

subgroups of 5 flies each. Each subgroup was placed in a scintillation vial

and digested with 130 JUI of 70% perchloric acid and 100 M I of 30% hydrogen

peroxide at a temperature of 70-80° C for 45 min. This digest ion left a clear

colorless solution. The samples were then frozen at -70° C for 15 mi?., to

minimize the release of radioactivity when the vials were opened. The vials

were placed on a block of dry ice, opened and 10 ml of Ins tags 1 LS fiuor

quickly added. The vials were recapped and the tritium measured using liquid

scintillation courting and internal tritium standards. Follcving the

determination of radioactivity, the instrument was standardise;; vir'r. internal

standards of tritiated hexadecane (10). An IBM PC and BioQus:v_ sore .are

(manufactured by R&.\ Bionecics) were used to integrate the feeding curve and

total tritiun disintegrations per fly were calculated. The cose was estimated

using Feinendegen's formula (11).

DoseGy - A x 1.6 x 10"
6 x 5.7 x 10'3 / (10'* x 6.0 x 10"-;

where A equals the number of total disintegrations computed f-;:r?. the

integration of the feeding curve, 1.6 x 10"6 is the ergs per -iilielectron

volt, 5.7 x 10 is rhe average beta-energy for tritium in rail'.ielecrron

volts, 10** is the ergs per gram per Gray and 6.0 x 10'* is the average weight

of one fly in grams.

Dosimetry for rritium beta radiation is calculated on ;he assumption of

a uniform distribution of tritiatedwater throughout the fly. Fortunately, in

insects there are no major systems, such as the skeletal syster or :r.sminals,

that require a major correction for the assumption of a uniform distribution

of tritium; however, there may be less water in the sperm head char, the

surrounding tissue.. This difference in water content is partially off set by

beta radiation fron the surrounding liquid because of the cylindrical shape of

the Drosophila sperm nucleus which has a diameter (0.3 jum) chat is less than

the average path length (0.54 urn) of the tritium beta particle (12). A

reduction of 20% in water content within the nucleus relative to the

surrounding tissue would yield less than a 10% underestimation of rhe dose.

RESULTS: Results of preliminary experiments showed that reproducability of

dose from triciated water was; achieved by 2 successive feedings of 2k hours
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and dose was computed from the

formula of Feinendegen (11).

From total disintegrations per

fly, it was determined that a

specific activity of tritiated

water during the 48 hour feeding

protocol would yield 6.4 Gy for a

125.5 MBq/ml, 12.5 Gy for

259 MBq/inl and 25.5 Gy for

516 MBq/ml. Exposure co che 60Co

•ASS adjusted co yield the same

cose of 6.A, 12.8 and 25.5 Gy.

Genetic tests for :nales exposed zo

rritiated water at these rhree

•oses and males exposed co uhe

""Cz at the same three doses are

?Lot tec in Figure 1 along vith the

cose response curve determined bv

Gonzalez (1) for X-rays. By

;orr.paring the slope of the dose

response curve, ic was determined

:hat the tritium beta parcicle was

2.7 times more effective rer unit of absorbed energy in inducing the. isne

nv.:cacions transmitted to successive generations than 60Co gamma radiation. By

comparison of our tritium to the X-ray data of Gonzalez (1), it was determined

that critium is 2.1 cimes more effective in inducing mutations than 250 KV

X-rays. It is estimated that both sampling error and error of estimating dose

are included in an error of 10% yielding confidence intervals of 2.i to 2 for

che RBE of tritium to 60Cc gamma radiation and 1.8 to 2.4 for comparison with

250 XV X-rays.

For a molecular analysis, mutations were induced at the Adh locus by

X-rays, tritium beta radiation and the monofunctional ethylating agenc ethyl

nitrosourea (ENU) as part of ongoing^experiments in our laboratory. Our

results with the comparison of X-rays to the monofunctional alkylating agent

ENU have been recently published (4)) From complementation analysis, 22 of

30 mutations induced at the Adh locui by X-rays (3) and 4 Adhn mutations
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induced by tritium are snuiui iccus dol.eci.ons. We have confi.rr'.'.ed zhaz the

smaller deletions are losses of gene.tic material by. Southern blocs and that of

7 intragenic mutations induced by X-rays, 2 show abnormal Southerns. We have

now sequenced these intragenic mutations and find that all of the intragenic

mutations are deletions except for 2. These deletions range in size from an 8

base pair deletion to a 251 bass pair duplication previously sequenced by Chia

et a.1. (13). An interesting observation concerning the intragenic mutations

is that all of the intragenic mutations are flanked by direct repeats as was

also observed in deletions induced by X-ray at the white locus (14).

DISCUSSION: Tritium beta radiation, X-rays and gamma radiation produce a

linear dose response curve; however, an analysis of the X-ray induced

mutations at the Adh locus suggests that there are at least 2 breaks in the

DNA sequence for 28 of the 30 mutations. There are 2 explanations for a

linear dose response curve and apparent multi breaks per mutation in the

genetic analysis. The first explanation is that all 3 ionizing radiations

produce double strand breaks which are not repaired by the excision repair

process, presumably, because a double strand break requires the alternate

strand as a template. Therefore repair is by an alternate procedure which may

have recombinational properties with other strands of DNA having homblogy to

the break point. This would account for the direct repeats observed in our

work and Pastink's (14) and to explain the linear dose response curve would

require only the assumption that double strand breaks are linearly related to

dose. To account for the change in RBE with the change in LET among these

radiations, it is assumed that double strand breaks are more efficiently

produced per unit of absorbed energy for high LET radiation. A second

explanation for the linear dose response curve by a mechanism that

predominantly produces deletions is that deletions are far more likely to

induce a null mutation at the target gene whether it be the Adh locus or a

locus essential for vital functions on the X chromosome. Therefore, a larger

fraction of changes in DNA are recovered as mutations. Because of the

distribution of energy along a tract, multiple breaks along the chromosome can

result from the same tract, and it is the number of tracts that is the

variable in the dosimetry of the dose response curves. Multiple breaks from

the same tract can account for the deletions if one assumes that most of the

non deletions are not detected as mutations because non essential DNA is

i

changed. An increase in RBE will bfe correlated with an increase in LET
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because of the increased efficiency in inducing multiple breaks in the same

chromosome wirh higher LET. To distinguish between these two alternate

hypotheses, further observations by sequence data on the break point are

required. It is possible that intragenic mutations are induced by

recombinationai events yielding the direct repeats that Pastink and we have

observed while multi locus deletions are the product of multiple breaks from

the same trace. To test this hypothesis, it will be necessary to sequence the

breakpoints in multi locus deletions.
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